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d. Allowing BClBS to drop Medex, effectively eliminating all medigap
coverage in the state of Massachusetts.

In assessing the impact of the policies, consider their effects on the insurers, on
th e elderly (insured and uninsured), and on society at large.

2. What assumptions about information availability and consumer behavior
underlie the theory captured in your causal loop diagram of the health
insurance market? How might the validity of these assumptions be altered,
for example , by advances in information technology which might make a
person's entire health history available to insurers, or advances in genetic
screening which might reveal which people were at increased risk for the
development of parti cular illnesses?

3. What other examples of adverse selection can you identify? Map their
feedback structure.

FIGURE 5-29 The dea th spi ra l: su bscribers an d premiums fo r medigap insurance

Medex is med igap insurance for t he elde rly offered by Blue Cross/B lue Sh iel d of Massachusetts.
Medex Go ld covers unlimited presc ription drugs wit h a small copayment . Other Med ex pla ns lim it tota l
benefits . Figures are for Decembe r 1 of eac h year. • indicates proposed rate fo r 1998 of $278/month .
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5.6 EXPLAINING POLICY RESISTANCE: TRAFFIC CONGESTION
By showing the netw ork of feedback loops in which policies are embedded, causal
diagrams are often an effective way to show how event-oriented, open-loop men
tal models lead to policy resistance. Consider the problem of traffic congestion.
Ameri ca's roads are choked with traffic. In 1995 there were nearly 200 million ve
hicles registered in the US. The 1990 census reported that about 100 million peo
ple, 87% of all workers, travel ed to work by motor vehicle, 85% of them alone.
Only 5% used public transportation . In 1960 64% commuted by m oto r vehic1 e.
Since 1970 the number of registered vehicles grew by 70% and annual vehicle
miles grew by 900/0, both much faster than the growth in population or households,
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while public transportation stagnated (Figure 5-30). More and more of the average
person's day is spent inside a car: The government estimates Americans spend
8 bill ion hours per year stuck in trafiie. TIle cost of driving includes about $6000
per car per year in direct costs and up to another $9400 in indirect , externalized
costs. Estimates of lost productivity due to traffic congestion range from $43 to
$168 billion per year. The economy and culture of the US (and of other auto-rich
nations) have adapted themselves to the dominance of the auto, from the $40 bil
lion spent annually in the US to market automobiles to the rise of drive-through
fast foods, especially food., you can eat with one hand (while the other steers) .
Road rage is increasingly recognized as a common mental disorder, and frustrated
drivers have taken to shooting those who cut them off on the so-caned freeway.
What went wrong?'

5.6.1 Mental Models ofthe Traffic Problem
The traditional solution to traffic j ams and congestion has been road building. Fig
ure 5-31 shows the open-loop perspective on the problem: The problem is highway
congestion; the solution is to build more roads.
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Open-loop view of
traffic congestion
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FIGURE 5· 32

Determinants of
. travel time

But what happens ,vhen new roads are built? And where should you begin the
development of a causal diagram to show the feedback effects of road construc
tion? It's usually best to begin by capturing the physical structure of the sys tem.
Systems consist of both a physical structure and the decision rules used by the peo
ple in the system (the behavioral structure). The physical structure is often easier
to visualize and represent than the decision-making structure. Additionally, con
ceptualization is often part of a group process in which people must share their
own mental models and reach agreement over a single representation. It is usually
easier to gain agreement about the physical structure. The behavioral structure is
often more controversial; ifyou start there your group process may grind to a halt
before you've really begun .

A good place to start for the traffic congestion case is congestion itself A good
model requires a variable that has operational meaning and can be measured. One
good summary measure of congestion is average travel time (for the typical trip in
a particular region). What determines travel time? Travel time depends on the bal
ance between the capacity of the highways to handle traffic and the number ofve
hicles using the roads, denoted Traffic Volume in Figure 5-32.

As the number of vehicles on the roads increases, given the highway capacity,
the average trip will take longer. As highvvay capacity rises, given the vehicle vol
ume, the average travel time will fall . Highway capacity is altered by construction
of nevv roads. Road construction here includes not only new roads but also im
provements to existing roads such as adding lanes or increasing capacity by chang
ing the flow of traffic, for example by converting a four-way intersect ion into a
cloverleaf Any proj ect that augments the capacity of the roads to carry traffic
would be included in the notion of road construction, at least in this first version of
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the model (later you could disaggregate the construction of new roads from widen
ing ofexisting roads, if that was deemed to be necessary for the purpose). Since
highway projects take time, the delay between the initi ation ofa construc tion proj
ect and the increase in highway capacity is explicitly noted.

When developing a causal map it is helpful to consider the units of measure for
the constructs in your diagram. Having consistent units is often a great aid to clear
thinking about the definitions of and relationships among the variables. Specifying
units and checking for dimensional consistency is useful even when your model is
purely conceptual and you do not intend to develop a formal simulation. Travel
time would be measured in minutes per trip (for the average trip in the reg ion) .
Highway Capacity and Traffic Volume are measured in vehicl e-miles per day (a
vehicle mile is one mile traveled bv one vehicle) .

"
Having specified the physical structure of road building and highway con

struction, next ask what drives highway construc tion programs. The primary moti
vation is congestion: as travel time rises, as traffic jams become the norm, as the
rush hour expands from dawn through dusk, political pressure to build will build.
Figure 5-33 adds the link from travel time to road construction.

Congestion creates pressure for new roads; after die new capacity is added,
travel time falls, relieving the pressure. TIle Capacity Expansion loop (BI) acts to
reduce navel time to acceptable levels. Note tiiat the goal of the loop, the desired
travel time, has been made explicit. Desired travel tim e is the travel time driv
ers consider acceptable (on average), perhaps 20 minutes for the commute from
home to work. The 1990 census found average one-way commuting times for all
modes and all workers ofabout 22 minutes, though more than 17 million people
spent more than 40 minutes getting to work and nearly 2 million spent more than
90 minutes.
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5.6.2 Compensating Feedback:
The Response to Decreased Congestion

181

So far traffic volume is considered to be exogenous. Thi s assumption is an accu
rate reflection of the mental models of many politicians, city planners, and trans
portation officials, for whom traffi c volume grows as the population of the region
grows and as the local economy develops. They see their j ob as building enough
roads to keep travel time at the acceptable level, so political pressure stays low, so
they can be reelected, and so they can serve special interests such as construction
firms, real esta te developers, and the business community who benefit from road
building and who often provide lucrative j obs for them when they leave office.

Ifthe capacity expansion loop were the only feedback operating in the system,
then the policy of road building to relieve congestion would work well : whenever
traffic volume rose, leading to congestion and pressure from the community, a road
building program would be started and highway capacity would expand until the
pressure was relieved.

However, traffic volume is not exogenous . To formulate the ca usal structure
determining traffic flow it is again helpful to consider the physics of the sys tem
and the units of measure for the variables. What determines the volume of traffic?
To have traffi c, there must b e .. . cars . No cars, no traffic. So the number of cars in
the region must be a determinant of traffic volume. Traffic volume is measured in
vehicle-miles per day. Total traffic volume must therefore equal the number of
vehicles in the region multiplied by the number of miles each vehicle travels per
day. In tum, the number of miles each vehicle travels per day is the product of
the number of trips each vehicle makes per day and the length ofeach trip . Thus,
averaging over the vehicle population,

Traffic Volume = Vehicles '" AVt..-rage Trips per Day '" Average Trip Length
Vehicle Miles/Day = Vehicles * Trips/Day Miles/Trip

TIle number of trips per day and the average trip length are not constant but de
pend on the level of congestion. If traffic is light , people are more likely to take ad
ditional and longer trips. When congestion is heavy, people will forego or defer
trips and make shorter trips, skipping that quick run to the video shop and buying
what they need at the closest store rather going on to the mall. Likewise, the num
ber of cars in the region is not constant. TIle number of vehicles in the region can
be thought of as the product of the population of the region and the number ofcars
per person : The more people in the region (and the more businesses), the more ve
hicles there will be . The number of vehicles per person or business in turn is not
constant but depend'> on the attra ctiveness of driving. The attractiveness of driving
depends on the level of congestion (Figure 5-34).

Adding these relationships to the model closes three negative feedback loops,
all of which act to increase congestion whenever new roads are built. Suppose new
roads are built to relieve congestion. In the short run, travel time falls- the num
ber of cars in the region hasn't changed and people's habits haven't adjusted to the
new, shorter travel times. As people notice that they can now get around much
faster than before, they will take more Discretionary Trips (loop B2). TIley will
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FIGURE 5-34 Traffic v o lume depends o n congest ion, cl osing seve ral negati ve loops that cause traffic
to increase wh enever n ew roads are built
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also travel Extra Miles (loop B3). Over time, seeing that driving is now much more
attractive than other modes of transport such as the public transit system, some
people will give up the bus or subway and buy a car. The number of cars per per
son (and business) ri ses as people ask why the).' should Take the Bus? (loop Bot).

All three of these loops compensate for any new road construction by increas
ing traffic flow. But road construction stimulates other long-term feedbacks. The
population of the region is not exogenous but is affected by the accessibility of the
outlying districts. As the road network expands, as new freeways and ring road')
link the countryside with the center city, the size of the region within a reasonable
navel time grows. Of course, average travel time has a negative effect on the size
of die accessible region: The greater the congestion, the smaller the radius accessi
ble within, say, a 3o-minute drive of the city (Figure 5-35).

The links to the population of the region close two more feedbacks. People be
gin to Move to the Suburbs (B5). As the population of the suburbs grO\vs, the auto
population rises as well. The roads begin to fill. Traffic volume grows further and
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travel time rises until the resulting congestion makes the suburbs sufficiently unat
tractive to stop further inmigration and development.

The combined effect ofthe four negati ve feedbacks B2 through 8 5 is 10 com
pensate strongly for any decrease in travel time caused by new roads. If new high
ways were built and then all construction stopped, there would be an immediate
drop in travel time. But as people respond to their newfound ease of travel, more,
longer trips would be taken. More people would abandon the bus and buy cars to
commute to work. The population of the suburbs would grow. These adjustments
continue until travel time rises enough to stop the expansion of the suburbs be
cause the commute required is too long. The delays in these negative loops could
cause congestion to overshoot the desirable level.

But road construction doesn't stop. As new highways Open the Hinterlands
(loop Rl ), it becomes possible to live in die countryside and commute to ,..'ork in
the town or cit)". What was once remote farm country or woods now becomes a
20 minute drive from the city, with its j obs, culture. and nightlife. Whole new
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communities spring up, communities where the people have to drive not only to
work but also to the market, to school, to the homes of their friends and their chil
dren's fri ends. The burgeoning popul ation brings new development. Shops, strip
malls, and other businesses spring up, turning countrys ide to condo development,
pasture to parking lot. All the while, the number of cars on the road grows. After
some years, traffic congestion in these formerly quiet towns becomes a terrible
problem. Political pressure g ro\\IS and still more road" are built .

Route 128, a ring road around Boston built in the 19505 to reli eve congestion
by diverting long-haul traffic around the center city, rapidly attracted local drivers
and soon proved inadequate. To relieve the congestion it was widened, from four
to eight, and in places, even more lanes. In stretches the breakdown lane was
opened to traffic during rush hour (not a few hapless motorists have been killed
when the" had the temerity to use the breakdown lane for a breakdown). Traffic

• •
soon fined these new lanes, and today during rush hour the cars crawl along
bumper to bumper through long stretches of route 128. A second ring road. Inter
state 495, was then built another 15 to 20 mi les fa rther out. The expanded network
made even more countryside accessible. and another round of population growth
and economic development began. This sel f-reinforcing process leads to more and
more new roads, pushing ever farther into the countryside, in a vain attempt to ease
congestion. TIle story is simi lar for other cities in the US, including the paradigm
case of congestion- Los Angeles- as well as London, Paris, Istanbul, Cairo,
Tokyo, Bangkok, and countless other cities around the world.

The model clearly shows the futility of attempts to reduce traffic congestion
through rood building. It may take some years, but. in an automotive version of
Parkinson's Law, traffic always expands to fin the highways available for its travel.
Traffic volume grows until congestion is j ust bad enough to deter people from tak
ing that additional tri p, from driving to work instead of riding public transit, or
from moving just a little fa rther out into the suburbs.' Traffic engineers call this re
action "road generated traffic." Hansen's (1 995) econometri c study of US metro
politan areas showed that the elasticity of traffic volume with respect to highway
capacity was 0.9 after just 5 years, that is, a 10% increase in capacity led to a 9%

increase in traffic w'ithin 5 years. Many of the feedbacks identi fi ed in the mood
operate over even longer periods, fully negating the effect of road construction on
congestion. Some analysts even argue that by "adding capacity to a crowded [high
way] network you could actually slow things down" (Kay 1997, p. 15), a phenom
enon known as Braess' Law after the operations research analyst who fi rst coined
it. For example, the ~125 , London's ring road, was designed to carry long distance
traffic around London. Instead, it is actually used primarily for short trips by local
residents and commuters. II soon became the busiest highway in Europe and has
long been known as 'the longest parking lot in the world', though commuters on
the Long Island Expressway, Paris' Peripherique, and the San Diego Freeway
might disagree. In response, the ~12 5 has been steadily widened, all to no avail.
Studies typically find, as the London Tunes reported ( 10 November 1997), that

'The analogy with Parkinson's Law ("work expands to fi ll the time available foc its comple
tion") is more than casual: Parkinson's Law arises through a negative feedback loop structure quite
similar to thatgoverning traffic congestion See section 5.4
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Traffic congestion on a widened section ofthe ~t25 is row greater than before the
improvement took place, a motoring SUiVey suggests. TIle widening of a stretch of
the rnotorway at junction IS, west of London, was intended to curb congestion, but
the survey showed that jams on the stretch were now commonplace, although last
year traffic was generally free-flowing.

5.6.3 The Mass Transit Death Spiral
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Standard economic analysis suggests that a decline in the attractiveness of a good
or service should lead people to switch to substitutes. Why, then, as congestion
builds up, don't people tum to mass transit? Part of the answer is shown in Fig
ure 5-36.

As lower travel time caused by new roads increases die attractiveness of driv
ing, ridership and revenue of the public transit system fall. Costs don't fall very
much, since most of the costs are the fixed costs ofproviding service: the buses
must run whether they are full or empty . If the transit authority tri es to close its
deficit by Cost Cutting (loop B6), service and quality erode. Routes are closed and
the frequency of service is cut. The relative attractiveness of driving rises and mass
transit ridership falls still more. The deficit widens, leading to still more cuts in the
public transit network as the self-reinforcing Route Expansion loop R2 operates as
a vicious cycle of decreasing ridership, greater cuts, and still fewer riders.

Raising fares to balance the transit authority budget is little better: Higher fares
increase the relative attractiveness ofdriving, and more people abandon mass tran
sit for cars. Ridership falls, and fares must be raised again, Choking ofT Ridership
(loop R3). Because mass transit systems have a high proportion of fixed costs, they
are highly vulnerable to these self-reinforcing feedbacks. As road construction and
auto use accelerated in America, particularly after the late 19..tOs, people aban
doned trolleys, trains, and buses. These positive loops became a death spiral of
higher fares, reduced service, and declining quality until in many cities only the
poorest people, those who cannot afford to move to the suburbs or own a car, are
left to ride the public transit system. Attempts to build up the mass transit network
to offset the positive loops that erode ridership through Mass Transit Capacity Ex
pansion (loop B7) often fight a losing battle due to their long delays and high costs.

One final positive feedback is worth adding: The adequacy of a public transit
system depends not only on the scope of the network and the frequency of servi ce
but also on the size and population density of the region. As the countryside is de
veloped, the locus of activity shins a\vay from the area served by existing mass
transi t As population density falls, fewer and fewer people live near a bus or sub
way route. Public transit becomes less and less useful because You Can't Get There
on the Bus, leading to still more driving and still lower mass transit ridership, in
another vicious cycle, loop R4 (Figure 5-37). TIle suburbs grow and die adequacy
of public transit falls much faster than mass transit capacity can be added.

The model above is still incomplete (as all models always are). One could add
many more feedbacks. For example, the spread of population into the less densely
populated suburbs increases the average length of trips, fanning additional chan
nels by which congestion rises to offset any gains caused by new highways. The
model does not explore other side effects of the automobile's rise to dominance,
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FIGURE 6-36 The high fixed costs of mass transit lead to a death spiral.

As mass transit ridership falls, service must be cut and fares raised , further driving people to drive.
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FIGURE 5-37 You can't get there on the bus.

As the size of the populated regial expands, the adequacy of pt.bIic transit declines. The result is more driving, more congestion, and
still more road construction ratherthan an expansion of the public transit network,
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including the deaths, injuries and costs of accidents, the health effec ts of smog and
ozone production. greenhouse gas generation, the solid waste problem posed by
the discard of millions of vehicles each year (see chapter 6), and the dependence of
the highly automotive nations on insecure supplies of imported oil. What other
feedbacks and side effects do you see?

6.6.4 Policy Analysis: The Impact of Technology
Despite its limitations and omissions, the model provides a rich explanation for the
persistent failure of road-buildi ng programs 10 alleviate traffic congestion. 'leu can
now use the model to assess the likely effect of other policies .

In the 1970s and 1980s, a popular solution was HOV lanes (high-occupancy
vehicle, or carpool lanes ). These lanes are restri cted to cars with at least two occu
pants (sometimes only during rush hour). The result'? To the extent drivers j oined
carpools., the number of trips per day fell. reducing traffic volume slightly. The re
sulting reduction in congestion. however, simply encouraged others to take to the
roads instead of mass transit , to take additional trips they might otherwise have
foregone, and to leave for work a little later. The total volume of traffic during rush
hours didn't change and more people were now on the highways than be fore, fir
ther eroding mass transit ridership. And some enterprising but immoral motorists
took to riding with inflatable dummies in the passenger seat to fool the police and
illegally take advantage of the HOV lane.

Despite the persistent failure of road building and innovat ions such as 1I0 V
lanes, many transportation planners continue to pin their hopes on technological
solutions to the congestion problem. The latest of these is so-called intelligent
veh icle-highway systems. Marry clever technologies are under development. from
sensors to detect the distance to the car ahead and automatically adjust your car's
speed, to transponders or magnets embedded in the road surface to automatically
steer your car. Already sensors embedded in some highways transmit rea l time traf
fic data to cars equipped with special receivers. Technologists look forward to the
day when the internet. GPS, and real time vehicle controls will allow your car to
pick the optimal route to your destination and drive yo u there while you relax or
read a book. Some of these technologies are designed to increase highway safety .
Many are motivated by the need to increase highway capacity in cities where
building new roads and adding new lanes is no longer possibl e : under com puter
control, the technologists promise, cars could zip safely along at 70 miles per hour
only inches apart, greatly expanding the capacity ofexisting highways .

The model shows the futility of these hopes . There is no technological solution
to the congestion problem. The more effectively these technologies increase high
way capacity, the more trips wilt be taken. the more people wilt buy cars, the less
attractive public transit will be, and the more countrys ide will be developed into
bedroom communities for """",,.,..-J. The volume of traffic wi lt swiftly rise to ab
sorb all the new capacity technology can yield. We might zip along the freeway at
seventy, but we'll be stuck in much longer lines at the entrance ramp and on sec
ondary routes. On the roadways ofthe future we may ride more safely and more
comfortably, but we won't ride more swiftly .
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Economists generally suggest the solution is to charge tolls that increase as
congestion rises (Downs 1992). While some regions are experimenting with time
of-day tolls and conges tion-based pricing using real time sensing equipment, there
is considerable political resistance to the notion of paying for the freeway, and
some concern over the regressive impact of toll s. Worse, drivers tend to svvi tch to
secondary roads and city streets where tolls are infeasible.

Some nations have come to understand these dynamics and are moving to
reduce traffic and the attendant pollution, accidents, and destruction of open land
it causes by increasing travel times. In September 1997 Sweden's parliament
adopted "Vision Zero", a policy aimed at eliminating all traffic fatalities by per
mitting towns to reduce speed limits to 30 kilometers per hour and install speed
bumps and other flow restricting devices. The model suggests these policies will,
in addition to saving lives, encourage people to use other modes such as bus, train,
and bicycle, thus reducing the pressure for road building and the growth in traffic.

6.6.6 Compensating Feedback:
The Source of Policy Resistance

The feedbacks a1f ecting traffic clearly show that attempts to control congestion
through road building are vain. Any reduction in congestion leads to more trips and
more cars, swi ftly building congestion back up. What road construction actually
controls is the size of the metropolitan area and the number of cars on the road.
Road construction causes the dramati c expansion of the urbanized and suburban 
ized area , the growth of strip malls and parking lots, and the decline of'farm, for
est, and field.

TIle causal structure of the traffic problem illustrates how policy resistance
arises in a wide range of complex systems . Road-building programs are typical of
policies directed at the symptom of difficulty . Policies directed at alleviating the
symptoms of a problem usually fai l because they trigger compensating feedbacks,
feedbacks that undercut the intended effects ofthe policy. TIle compensating loops
arise because other actors, with their own goals, respond to changes in the state of
the system in such a way as to offset the intended effects ofthe policy. While each
indivi dual loop may be weak, the combined effect can often compensate com
pletely for any policy directed at a symptom of a problem. Directing policies at
the symptoms of a problem is like trying to squeeze a balloon to make it smaller.
Whenever you squeeze, the air pressure increases, expanding some other part of
the balloon so its volume remains about the same.

Why then do so many policies focus on alleviating the symptoms of difficulty?
We focus on symptoms because so much of our experience is with simple systems
in which cause and effect are closely related in time and space, in which symptom
and cause are obvious. Most of our experience is with sys tems in which there is a
single, dominant negative feedback, as when you reach out to grasp an object by
assessing the gap between the position of the object and your hand . We then ex
trapolate these every day experiences with simple systems into the management of
complex systems. But, as Jay Forrester (1969, pp. 9-10) notes


